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Real-Time Cavity QED with Single Atoms
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The combination of cold atoms and large coherent coupling enables investigations in a new regi
in cavity QED with single-atom trajectories monitored in real time with high signal-to-noise ratio. Th
underlying “vacuum-Rabi” splitting is clearly reflected in the frequency dependence of atomic trans
signals recorded atom by atom, with evidence for mechanical light forces for intracavity photon numb
,1. The nonlinear optical response of one atom in a cavity is observed to be in accord with t
one-atom quantum theory but at variance with semiclassical predictions. [S0031-9007(98)06037-2]

PACS numbers: 42.50.Ct, 32.80.–t, 42.50.Vk
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An important trend in modern physics has been the
creasing ability to isolate and manipulate the dynamic
processes of individual quantum systems, with intera
tions studied quantum by quantum. In optical physic
examples include cavity QED with single atoms and ph
tons [1] and trapped ions cooled to the motional ze
point [2], while in condensed matter physics, an examp
is the Coulomb blockade with discrete electron energ
[3]. An essential ingredient in these endeavors is that
components of a complex quantum system should inter
in a controlled fashion with minimal decoherence. Mo
quantitatively, if the off-diagonal elements of the system
interaction Hamiltonian are characterized bykHintl , h̄g,
whereg is the rate of coherent, reversible evolution, the
a necessary requirement is to achievestrong couplingfor
which g . b ; maxfG, T21g with T as the interaction
time andG as the set of decoherence rates for the syste

Although there are many facets to investigations
such open quantum systems, our primary motivati
has been to exploit strong coupling in cavity QE
to enable research in quantum measurement and m
generally, in the emerging field of quantum informatio
dynamics [4]. Several experiments in cavity QED hav
investigated the nonperturbative interaction of an ato
with the electromagnetic field at the level of a sing
photon; for this system2g0 is the single-photon Rabi
frequency andG ; hg', kj, with g' as the atomic dipole
decay rate andk as the rate of decay of the cavity field
[5–8]. However, without exception these experimen
have employed atomic beams in settings for which t
information per atomic transit (of durationT ) is I ;
g2

0T
b , 1, so that measurements over an ensemble of ato

are required. For example, the passage of a Rydb
atom through a microwave cavity and its subseque
measurement provides a single bit of information [5,7].

By contrast, an exciting recent development in cavi
QED has been the ability to observe single-atom traje
tories in real time with I ¿ 1 [9]. In this method the
transmitted power of a probe beam is monitored as c
atoms fall between the mirrors of a high-finesse optic
resonator, with the probe transmission significantly alter
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by the position-dependent interaction between atom a
cavity field [10,11].

Similarly enabled by the use of cold atoms, the r
search reported in this Letter exploits the largest coupl
g0 achieved to date to explore a new regime in cav
QED, for which single-atom trajectories directly reve
the nature of the underlying one-atom master equati
More specifically, for atoms taken one by one, we m
the frequency response of the atom-cavity system, a
thereby directly determineg0 from the vacuum-Rabi split-
ting. For probe excitation near the coincident atom-cav
resonance, the nonlinear saturation behavior of the ato
cavity system is found to be in accord with the singl
atom master equation but at variance with semiclass
theory. However, for probe detuningsD , 6g0, we ob-
serve a marked asymmetry in the vacuum-Rabi spectr
few trajectories achieve optimal coupling with a blue d
tuned probe, an effect which we attribute to light forc
even for photon numbers,1. Notably, this is the first ex-
periment for which the interaction energȳhg0 is greater
than the atomic kinetic energy.

Our apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. 1. T
Fabry-Perot cavity consists of two superpolished sphe
cal mirrors of radius of curvature10 cm, forming a cav-
ity of length 10.1 mm and finesseF  1.8 3 105. In
this cavity (g0, k, g', T21)y2p  (120, 40, 2.6, 0.002)
MHz, where the atom-field coupling coefficientg0 is de-
termined by the cavity geometry (and the known tran
tion dipole moment [12]),k is the measured linewidth of
the TEM00 mode of the cavity,g' is the dipole decay

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental apparatus.
© 1998 The American Physical Society 4157
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rate for the Cs (6S1y2, F  4, mF  4d ! s6P3y2, F 
5, mF  5d transition (l  852.36 nm) [12], and typical
transit times for atoms through the cavity mode (wa
w0 . 15 mm) areT . 75 ms. These rates correspond
critical photon and atom numberssm0 ; g

2
'y2g2

0, N0 ;
2kg'yg2

0d  s2.3 3 1024, 0.015d, and to optical informa-
tion per atomic transitI , 5.4 3 104p [4]. The probe
transmission (typical power 10 pW) is measured using b
anced heterodyne detection with overall efficiency 40
The length of the cavity is actively stabilized by choppin
an auxiliary locking beam [6].

Our experimental procedure consists of loading t
magneto-optical trap (MOT) for 0.5 s, performing su
Doppler cooling to20 mK and then dropping the atoms
all the while monitoring transmission of a circularl
polarized probe beam with fixed detuningD ; vP 2

vAC (wherevatom  vcavity ; vAC) [13]. As an atom
falls into the cavity, it encounters a spatially depende
coupling coefficientgs$rd . g0 coss2pxyld expf2sy2 1

z2dyw2
0 g ; g0cs$rd. Hence asgs$rd increases from zero

the otherwise coincident atomic and cavity resonan
map to a nondegenerate superposition of dressed s
for the atom-cavity system, so the probe spectrum evol
from a simple Lorentzian to a “vacuum-Rabi” spectru
with two peaks atvAC 6 gs$rd, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Displayed is a series of theoretical transmission spe
msDd ; jkalj2 associated with the mean intracavity am
plitude kal calculated from the steady-state solution
the master equation for a single atom (of infinite ma
placed at sites$rl with coupling gs$rld [11]. Of course,
the spectrum atgs$rd  0 is simply the response of the
cavity with no atom present, hereafter denoted bynsDd 
n0y[1 1 sDykd2], while that atgs$rld  g0 corresponds to
an optimally coupled atom.

Although most atoms never reach a region of optim
coupling, some do enter in the desiredmF  4 sublevel

FIG. 2. msDd ; jkalj2 as a function of probe detuningD for
atomic positions$rl such thatgs$rld  h0, g0y9, . . . , g0j, with
probe intensity fixed atn0  1. For an atom transiting the
cavity, this position dependent coupling yields a time
dependent transmission, indicated by the bold curves fo
fixed probe detuningsDy2p  h220, 240, 2120j MHz.
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and fall through antinodes of the field; these encounter
increasinggs$rd which sweeps the vacuum-Rabi sideband
outward in frequency to a maximum of6g0y2p 
6120 MHz. The bold traces in Fig. 2 illustrate the
corresponding evolution ofm for three probe detunings
D relevant to our observations. The process reverses
the atom leaves the cavity.

Turning to our measurements, we present in Fig. 3(a
3(c) examples of the time-dependent transmissionT std ;
mstdyn of the atom-cavity system at the probe detuning
of Fig. 2. With vP ø vAC [Fig. 3(a)] we observe first
decreasing probe transmission [due to increasinggs$rd as
the atom enters the mode volume], then a minimum
transmission [whengs$rd ø g0], and finally transmission
increasing to its original value (as the atom exits th
cavity). Tmin ø 1022 is regularly observed for single
atom transits. Conversely, forDy2p  2120 MHz ø
g0y2p [Fig. 3(c)], the transmission increases as the ato
enters the cavity mode, peaking atTmax ø 3.5 when
gs$rd ø g0, and then falling as the atom exits. Finally
an intermediate regimeDy2p  240 MHz ø 1

3 g0y2p

exhibits more complicated behavior [Fig. 3(b)]. Here, a
the atom enters the cavity, the transmission first increa
as the lower Rabi peak sweeps pastvP , then decreases to
a minimum whengs$rd ø g0, and finally passes through
a second maximum asgs$rd decreases with the atom’s
departure [14].

To confirm the qualitative characteristics of the vacuum
Rabi spectrum during a single atom transit we simultan
ously record the transmission of two probe beams, as
Figs. 3(d),3(e). For probes with detuningsD1,2 ø 7g0,
the cavity transmission increases simultaneously for ea

FIG. 3. Measured cavity transmissionT std  mstdyn as a
function of time for individual atom transits. Traces (a)–(c) ar
for Dy2p  h220, 240, 2120j MHz with n0  0.7, 0.6, 1.0.
(d) D1,2y2p  h2100, 1100j MHz with n01,02  0.38, 0.22.
(e) D1,2y2p  h220, 2100j MHz with n01,02  h0.05, 0.3j.
All traces are acquired with 100 kHz resolution bandwidth an
digitized at 500 kHz sampling rate.
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probe during the atom transit [Fig. 3(d)]. For one prob
near resonance (D1 ø 0) and the other red-detuned (D2 ø
2g0), there is a reduction in the transmission atD1, and an
increase in the transmission atD2 [Fig. 3(e)]. Note that the
signal-to-noise for these traces is less than that for sing
probe measurements due to saturation, reflecting a lim
tion in principle to the rate at which information can be
extracted from this quantum system.

We next map the frequency response of the ato
cavity system over a range of detuningsjDj

2p # 200 MHz
(Fig. 4). Clearly evidenced is a double-peaked structu
reminiscent of the “vacuum-Rabi” splitting, with peak
near 6g0y2p , as was first observed in Ref. [15]. In
contrast to previous work with atomic beams, here ato
are observed one by one with negligible effect fro
background atoms in the tails of the cavity-mode functio
[16] (such “spectator” atoms contribute in aggregate
effective atom numberNe , 0.04).

At each value ofD, a series of about50 trap drops
is made, yielding up to800 single-atom events, from
which the maximum and/or minimum relative transmi
sions, shown in Fig. 4, are determined. Note that at sm
(large) detunings only decreases (increases) in transm
sion are observed [cf. Figs. 3(a),3(c)], whereas for detu
ings 40 MHz # jDjy2p # 60 MHz both increases and
decreases are observed [cf. Fig. 3(b)], hence both a m
mum and a minimum transmission are shown. Again
the transit signals are normalized to the transmission
the empty cavity at each frequency to giveT sDd, with n0

varying fromø0.6 photons near resonance toø1.4 pho-
tons atDy2p  6200 MHz.

One of the most striking features of the data in Fig.
is the asymmetry of the spectrum between red and b
probe detunings, both in the magnitude and abunda
of transits. Indeed, the number of events observ
with TsDd ø 2.5 around D ø 1g0 is 5 times smaller
than for TsDd ø 3.3 aroundD ø 2g0. Residual atom-
cavity detunings are insufficient to explain the observ
asymmetry (the cavity lock results invatom . vcavity

FIG. 4. Maximum ssd and minimum (h) normalized trans-
mission T sDd versus detuningD measured via single atom
events. The solid curve givesT sDd for an atom withgs$rd  g0
(the vacuum-Rabi spectrum), while the dashed line is the ma
mum transmission for any couplinggs$rd # g0.
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with systematic offsets below62 MHz and peak-to-
peak excursions less than65 MHz). We attribute this
asymmetry to mechanical light forces from the prob
beam affecting the atom’s trajectory. As analyzed
Ref. [17], weak excitation by a coherent probe tuned
D6 ø 6g0 gives rise to a pseudopotential (for times¿

k21 , 4 nsec), with depth6"g0p6, wherep6 ~ msD6d
is the probability of occupation of the upper (lower
dressed state. Since"g0ykB ø 7 mK, such light forces
can be significant even form , 0.5 photons. We thus
expect significant channeling of atomic trajectories in
regions of high light intensity and strong coupling for
red-detuned probesD , 0d. Conversely, a blue-detuned
probe sD . 0d creates a potential barrier and preven
an atom from reaching areas of optimal coupling.
Apart from its relevance to the spectrum of Fig. 4, th
phenomenon suggests the possibility of trapping sing
atoms in the cavity mode with single photons.

For comparison with theory, the solid curve in Fig.
gives T sDd obtained from the steady-state solution o
the master equation for a single stationary atom wi
gs$rd  g0. Because the largest increases in transmiss
for jDj * g0 and similarly the deepest downgoing transi
nearD  0 correspond to atoms with maximal coupling
g0, these data points track the solid curve well. Howeve
for intermediate detunings40 & jDjy2p & 100 MHz,
the maximum observed transmission corresponds to
smaller value of coupling, gs$rd . jDj , g0, and so
these points are not expected to fall on the solid curv
We can, however, determine the maximum expect
transmission at eachD by considering all couplings
gs$rd # g0, with the result plotted as the dashed curve
Fig. 4. Agreement between thisideal one-atomtheory
and experiment is evident forD , 0, providing direct
confirmation of the quoted value forg0.

Note that becausegs$rd for most atoms never reache
g0 as they transit the cavity, we record a continuou
distribution of transit sizes at eachD, from which the
maximum and minimum values ofTsDd of Fig. 4 and
the associated uncertainties are determined as follo
First note that in the absence of mechanical force
a fraction ftsDd , 0.1 of all detectabletransit signals
reach coupling0.9g0 # gs$rd # g0. Further, for data with
Dy2p  2120 MHz and D , 0 (which have the best
statistics and highest signal-to-noise ratios), as we va
the fraction fe of the total data included in the set o
optimal events (maxima or minima), bothT and the
sample standard deviationsd are found to be relatively
insensitive to the choice offe for fe & 0.15. We thus
take f  0.15 to determine the set of transits to b
included in Fig. 4 (and hence to fixsd from the associated
distribution). In addition, there is an uncertaintysq

arising from the noise of the detected probe beam itse
which is estimated by an appropriate scaling of the noi
for “no-atom” data bracketing a given transit signa
The quantity s 

p
s2

d 1 s2
q is shown in Fig. 4 to

estimate the error inT at eachD. For all our data,
4159
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FIG. 5. TransmissionT versus probe photon numbern0 for
maximally coupled atom transits for fixedDy2p  220 MHz.
The solid line results from the quantum master equation for o
atom withgs$rd  g0, while the dashed line is the semiclassic
bistability state equation.

the absolute uncertainty in the quoted photon numb
is . 630%.

In a final series of measurements shown in Fig.
we explore the nonlinear saturation behavior of th
atom-cavity system. We varyn0 with the probe beam
fixed at detuningDy2p  220 MHz. At each n0 we
again digitize the cavity transmission for a large numb
of transits, with a set of “optimal” single-atom event
determining the value ofT and its uncertaintys. The
solid curve of Fig. 5 is from the steady-state solutio
of the master equation for a single (stationary) ato
with gs$rd  g0, with reasonable agreement between t
data and this ideal quantum model. By contrast, t
dashed line is the semiclassical transmission funct
[18] evaluated for the parameters of our experiment, a
exhibits bistable behavior. Shifts from the semiclassic
bistability curve have also been predicted for oth
regimes of cavity parameters [19].

In conclusion, by exploiting laser cooled atoms in ca
ity QED, a unique optical system has been realized wh
approximates the ideal situation of one atom strong
coupled to a cavity, with̄hg larger than even the atomic
kinetic energy. The system’s characteristics have be
explored atom by atom, leading to measurements of
“vacuum-Rabi” splitting and of the nonlinear transmissio
for probe photon number,1. BecauseI ¿ 1, the system
offers considerable opportunity for long interaction time
and controlled quantum dynamics, as in our current
forts to generate a bit stream containingm , 104 photons
with a single falling atom [20] as well as to trap one ato
in the quantized cavity field. Although the atomic cente
of-mass (CM) motion has here been treated classica
this work sets the stage for investigations of quantu
dynamics involving the quantized CM and the intern
atomic dipole1 cavity field degrees of freedom [21,22]
including trapping by way of the “well-dressed” states fo
single quanta [23].
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